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ARROJO Product is designed for modern creative hairdressing. We put performance first.
We use high-quality formulations that match our expectation for results. Consumers are
now cognitive of the potential for certain cosmetic ingredients to be harmful or cause
allergic reactions. This at-a-glance chart highlights which ARROJO products are free
from these ingredients. Wherever there is a colored dot, it means that that product is free
from the listed ingredient.

PARABEN FREE

PRODUCT INGREDIENT INFO

SULFATE FREE

ARROJO

color save shampoo
curl hydration shampoo
daily shampoo
gentle shampoo
moisturizing shampoo
SHINE LUXE shampoo
color save conditioner
curl hydration conditioner
daily conditioner
gentle conditioner
hair repair masque
moisturizing conditioner
SHINE LUXE conditioner
whipped treatment
cream wax
cream whip
curl control
curl definer
curl enhancer
defining cream
defrizz serum
frizz control
hair creme
hair gel
healing oil
hydro mist
pomade
protective thickening lotion
set & style spray
SHINE LUXE oil
styling creme
styling whip
texture paste
volume foam
wave mist
ReFRESH dry conditioner
holding spray
PrIMP working spray
ReFINISH dry shampoo

SULFATE FREE
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS) is a strong
detergent that cuts grease and makes
hair products lather. For some, sulfates
can cause skin and scalp irritation. Overusing sulfates can also cause dryness and
damage in certain hair types.

WHEAT FREE
People with wheat sensitivity should avoid
products that contain this ingredient. Some
people who suffer from eczema also find
their scalps feel better if they avoid wheat in
personal care products.

SODIUM CHLORIDE FREE
Sodium Chloride is a natural salt; it is used
in hair products to adjust the viscosity.
Over usage can strip hair of natural oils
leaving it dull and dry.

PARABEN FREE
Parabens are the most commonly used
preservatives in personal care products.
They stop bacteria and fungus from
growing in beauty products. There are
some concerns that parabens are linked to
causing cancer. Although unsubstantiated,
this claim is making paraben-free products
more desirable amongst consumers.

OAT FREE
Oats are healthy for hair and scalp however
people with oat sensitivity should avoid
products that contain the ingredient. Some
people complain of inflamed skin, hives, or
eczema if they use products containing oats.

SILICONE FREE
Silicone coats hair to make it appear
smoother, less frizzy and shinier. Watersoluble silicones can be easily washed away
but non-soluble silicones can cause build-up
and be damaging to hair and scalp.
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